Ireneusz Kubiaczyk SOME FIXED POINT THEOREMS Let (X,d) be a metric space and let S, T be two correspondences (i.e. mappings from points to sets) from X to CB(X), which are neither necessarily continuous nor commuting. We shall denots by CB(X) the set of all non-empty closed and bounded subsets of X, by CL(X) the set of all closed subsets of X, by H(A,B) the Hausdorff distance of A, BeCB(X). We shall also write D(A,B) = inf{d(a,b) : aeA, be b), iU,B) = = sup jd(a,b) : aeA, b e b} . A point x e X will be called a fixed point of S or T if x e Sx or x e Ix respectively.
Suppose that there are nonnegative real numbers a^, a2» a^, a^ such that
(1) 8u| + ag + a^ + a^ + a^ < 1, for any x t y in X. H.Shirmer [9] and S. B. Nadler [4] proved that T has a fixed point if S = T and ag = a^ = a^ = a^ = 0. Reich [7] » [8] proved that T has a fixed point if S = T and a 2 = a 3 = We shall obtain some fixed point theorems by replacing each a^ in (1) with a number <x^(x,y) depending on jx,y|, i.
is a symmetric function of X * J. into[o,oo) Thus each a ^ need not "be a composite function of d with any function on th« real line. The theorems proved in this paper generalize also some results from [1, 3f 5» 6] for mappings. However as £ar as mappings are concerned the assumption of compactness of (X,d) in th. 3 oan be omitted. Theorem 1. Let (X,d) be a complete metrio space and let S, T be two correspondences of X into CB(X). Suppose that there exist functions o<j. for all x, y e Xt wher« » 0^(1,7). Then S and T have a common fixed point.
Pro 0 f. Let xQ € I and x^ e SxQ. If xQ = x^ then xQ 6 SxQ and from (0) and (a) D(x0f!Er0) < H(Sx0,Tx0) ^ ^ (ag + a3)D(x0,Tx0). It follows that x Q e TX Q .
In the sequel we may assume that xQ £ for each n. Let r < r^ < 1. We may ohoose Xg e Tx^ suoh that dfx^yXg^ ¡^r^ H(SxotTs/j). Prom .(c) we have
Prom ( for all x, y e X where a,^ = « i (x,y). Then S and T have a unique common fixed point u such that Su = juj = Tu.
Proof. We define single-valued functions s, t : X-»-X as follows: ( So f takes its minimum value at some x Q ..We claim that x Q is a fixed point of S or some x^e Sx Q is a fixed point of T.
Let we obtain a contradiction. This proves our theorem.
Theorem 5. Let (X,d) be a compact metric space. Let S Q and T Q be sequences of continuous correspondences of X into (CL(X), H) -Which converge pointwise to the correspondences S and T respectively. Suppose that for each n therfe exists functions i = 1, 2, ...,5« n = 1, 2, ... of X * X into [0,«o) such that for any distinct x, y in X, where = ot£(x,y), Then S or T has a fixed point.
Proof. By Theorem 3, for each n, either S Q or T Q has a fixed point. By symmetry, we nay assume that 'S has a fixed point for infinitely many ns. So there exists a subsequence S-^ of S Q such that each S^ has a fixed point, say x^. By compactness, we may assume that x^ converges to some x in X. We shall prove that x is a fixed point of S or T.
If x^ * x for finitely many l's only, then Sx = lim S-.X = lim S n x, 0 lim xi = x. Consequently x 6 Tlx and this completes the proof.
Similarly we can prove Theorem 6. Let (X v d) "be a compact metric space and S Q , T Q be sequences of continuous correspondence of X into (CL(X),H) converging pointwise to the correspondences S, T, respectively. Let th'e assumptions a^, b^ of Theorem 5 be satisfied and let If we omit the assumption x Q yt then we can only say that at least one of the mappings has a fixed point, and if both mappings have fixed points then they have exactly one common fixed point.
--This theorem generalizes Theorem 1 from [11] , Proposition 29 from [2] , Corollary 1 from [id] , and others.
